
                        JKSSBS CLASS IV & JK BANK  { PO & BA } 

SUBJECT :   ENGLISH 

PRACTICE SET : VERB 

Q. Spot the error in the following sentences. Avoid 

punctuation errors.  

 

1.  (a) If your jogging clothes(b) were not made of (c)permeable fabric 

you will drown (d)in your sweat.  

2.  (a) Owing to the heavy rains (b) the ship drowned (c)in the middle 

of the ocean. (d)No error. 

3.  (a)The capital of Yemen (b)is situating (c)2190 metres above the 

sea level. (d)No error. 

4.  (a)Very soon (b)I realized that  (c)he is at fault (d) no error 

5. in any case no disciplinary action (b)are required (c)to be taken. 

(d)No error 

6  (a)I wasn’t (b)at the last meeting and(c) neither was you. (d)No error 

7 (a) it is very cold here(b) I should bring(c) my woolen clothes but I 

didn’t . (d)no error 

8 (a)we ought to (b)_honest(c) in our dealings. (d)No error 

9 (a)he returned the purse  (b)though he could keep (c)it very easily. 

(d)No error 

10  (a)are you (b)used to get(c) up early? (d)No error 

11  (a) I think (b)the (c)news might true (d) no error 



12 (a) if you get good marks(b) I shall happy(c) as much as you. (d)No 

error. 

13(a) our knowledge of history doesn’t come to our help(b) and 

sometimes we even fail to remember (c)who invented America.(d) No 

error 

14(a) when you had been young (b)you ought to learn (c)good 

habits.(d)no error. 

15 (a)the number of (b)ATM s are being(c) increased to serve 

(d)customers better.(e) No error 

16(a) though none of his so called (b)well wishers (c)forwarded to 

help I helped him by (d)completing his work on time.(e) No error. 

17 (a)his dishonest acts (b)have made his (c)parents bent(c) their 

heads in shame.(d) No error 

18(a) unless these differences (b) will be resolved soon (c)there will 

be an adverse(d) effect on foreign investment. (e)no error 

19 (a)it is true (b)that the poor is unable (c)to get nourished(d) food 

even today.(e) No error. 

20(a) he complained to the police(b) that his briefcase had been 

stolen (c)and that was lifted (d)without any money.(e) No error 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                          Answer key 

 

1. (  C  ) change will into would as the sentence is in past tense. 

2.  b   use sank (V2) in place of drowned. Sink comes for non living 

things. 

3  b  change situating to situated. 

4  c   change is into was 

5  b  change are into is , because the subject  disciplinary action is 

singular. 

6   c change was into were ( you )takes were  not was. 

7   b use should have brought. 

8  a  add be after ought to. 

9  b  change could keep to could have kept. 

10  b  change get into getting. 

11  (c) use be after might. 

12  b  add be after shall. 

13 c  change invented into discovered 

14 b   use ought to have learnt. 

15 b  write (ATM is ) 

16 b write came for help 

17 b replace bent with bend 

18  b   substitute are for (will be) 



19 b  replace is with are. 

20 c  replace lifted with left 


